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ID LOGISTICS ENHANCES THE SAFETY OF ITS FACILITIES
AND SELECTS EOS INNOVATION TO ROLL OUT ITS E-VIGILANTE SURVEILLANCE ROBOT
COGENT PARTNERSHIP WITH ID LOGISTICS
ID Logistics, one of the French leaders in contract logistics, is today announcing a partnership with EOS
Innovation, a robotics service company founded in March 2010. This partnership will enhance the security
of ID Logistics’ warehouses through the roll-out of e-vigilante, an innovative robot device delivering
optimum security and greater responsiveness and flexibility.
EOS Innovation’s first security robot was rolled out at an ID Logistics platform in the Orléans region, where
it has been operated for a cosmetics industry customer. The 25,000m2 facility is highly sensitive owing to
the value of the goods stored there. e-vigilante adds another dimension to existing security arrangements
by offering a service complementing the work of security guards.
A ROBOT MEETING ID LOGISTICS’ NEED FOR TIGHTER SURVEILLANCE
EOS Innovation designed and developed the e-vigilante
robot to enhance the interior security of warehouses,
industrial sites and logistics platforms. The mobile,
autonomous and multi-function robot moves around at a
speed of between 5 and 10 km/h and can make rounds
and spot anomalies, break-ins and movements. When it
detects an incident, e-vigilante alerts an operator at the
remote monitoring centre, then sends a video in real time
and reports its position and that of the incident on the site
plan. The operator can then take control remotely,
eliminate any uncertainties, categorise the level of alert
and take the requisite measures, while staying out of harm’s way at all times.

Eric Hémar, Chairman and CEO of ID Logistics, commented: “I’m delighted to be announcing this
partnership with EOS Innovation. Thanks to EOS Innovation’s acclaimed expertise in robotics, ID Logistics is
able to offer optimum and innovative security arrangements at its logistics platforms to meet the needs of
our prestigious customers.”

David Lemaitre, Chairman and founder of EOS Innovation, said: “The e-vigilante roll-out at ID Logistics
reflects the trust and interest shown by a major logistics group in a solution that enhances the security of its
sites for the benefit of its customers.”

About EOS Innovation: EOS Innovation is a robotics service company that was founded in 2010. It has
designed, manufactures and markets e-vigilante, a mobile surveillance robot specially geared to
warehouses and industrial sites. In early 2014, Parrot acquired a shareholding in EOS Innovation, alongside
Scientipôle Capital, its long-time shareholder. Since October 2011, the company has gained awards for
innovation (Prix du Concours Européen de l’Entreprise Innovante from the JCE Paris) and for technological
innovation (Prix de l’Innovation Technologique from the Essonne Chamber of Commerce and Industry) and
an innovation prize (Trophée de l’Innovation, from Ile-de-France Initiative). For further information:
www.eos-innovation.eu.
About ID Logistics: ID Logistics is an international contract logistics group, with revenue of €735 million in
2013. ID Logistics has 170 sites across 14 countries, representing 3.1 million m² of warehousing facilities in
Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa, along with 13,000 staff. With a client portfolio balanced between
retail, industry, detail picking and e-commerce sectors, ID Logistics delivers high-tech solutions and is firmly
committed to sustainable development. ID Logistics is listed on Compartment B of NYSE Euronext’s
regulated market in Paris (ISIN Code: FR0010929125). The Group is managed by Eric Hémar.
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